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Introduction
Welcome to The Marketing Automation Field Guide – Getting Started with Marketing
Automation for Dynamics CRM! This resource is here to help you gain an understanding
of what marketing automation is, why it’s an essential tool for modern marketing
departments and businesses as a whole, how marketers can convince their decisionmakers to invest in marketing automation, how to choose a marketing automation
solution, and much more.
As the highest-rated marketing automation solution on the Microsoft Dynamics
Marketplace, ClickDimensions is well-versed in this technology and we are delighted to
be your guide as you navigate the marketing automation landscape.

What Is Marketing Automation?
Maybe you have read about it in marketing articles, attended a presentation about
it at an industry event or heard about it from colleagues, but you might still be
wondering: what exactly is marketing automation? In short, marketing automation is

Top marketing automation
objectives for marketers:
Improve lead nurturing: 82%
Improve lead quality: 76%
Increase lead generation: 74%
- Regalix

the technology that helps companies attract and nurture leads and customers.
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We will take a closer look at a variety of features in our next section, but marketing

What is the
difference between
marketing automation
and a CRM system?

automation platforms often include:
•

Email marketing

•

Nurture or “drip” marketing programs

•

Landing pages, forms and surveys

•

Web tracking

Both Microsoft Dynamics CRM and

•

Event management

marketing automation systems are

•

Lead scoring or grading

designed to help businesses manage
and strengthen customer and
prospect relationships for increased
profitability, but they each have a

Why Use Marketing Automation?

different background, focus and

The internet and social media have changed buyer behavior, which has in turn changed

strengths. CRM offers robust sales-

how companies market and sell. With information so readily available, buyers are now

oriented and customer management

in more of a power position than ever before. They expect more relevant, personalized

tools, while marketing automation

and timely communications from brands.

delivers powerful tools like email
marketing, lead nurturing, web
intelligence and many other features
that simply aren’t found within CRM.
Marketing automation systems are
essentially a marketing engine for

While this presents companies with tremendous opportunities to connect with
prospects and customers and form lasting relationships, it also presents a significant
business challenge. How can marketing teams find the time to create the experiences
buyers today demand? As you might expect in our modern society, technology is the
solution.

CRM, so they should integrate well
with Dynamics CRM or, in the case

Marketing automation technology allows companies to nurture prospects until they

of ClickDimensions, be built natively

are ready to buy, better engage existing customers, align sales and marketing, and

inside of it in order for companies to
reap the greatest sales and marketing
rewards.

more effectively implement, manage and measure marketing initiatives – all while
streamlining marketing processes and tasks for greater efficiency and increased
revenue.
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Who Uses Marketing Automation?
Businesses and organizations of all sizes in every industry can and do benefit from
marketing automation. While the technology was once mostly used by only the largest
companies, the rate of adoption by small and midsized businesses is increasing.
Traditionally, marketing automation has also been more frequently used by B2B
businesses, but B2C companies are now getting in on the action too.

Industries with the highest
marketing automation
adoption rates:
•
•
•
•
•

Software & Internet
Telecommunications
Computer & Electronics
Health & Pharmaceuticals
Business Services
- Mintigo

Marketing automation myths – busted!
Fact or fiction? Take a look at three common marketing automation myths.
1. Marketing automation is the same as email marketing. While email
marketing is an important component of marketing automation systems,
these powerful platforms go well beyond email marketing in terms of
features and benefits.
2. Marketing automation is impersonal. The word “automation” doesn’t
do the technology any favors, but marketing automation is actually a great
way to personalize your marketing and cater to the preferences of your
prospects and customers.
3. Marketing automation is too complicated. It’s true that some older
solutions were clunky and difficult to use, but many marketing automation
systems are now streamlined and designed to be easily used by business
users, not just technical personnel.

59%

of Fortune 500 B2B
companies have adopted
marketing automation
- ClickZ
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Common Marketing
Automation Features
Marketing automation is many things to many people, which is part of its appeal.
Below, we detail some of the most common features found in marketing automation
platforms, outlining what each feature is, why you need it and how it benefits areas
outside of marketing:
•

Email marketing

•

Subscription management

•

Nurture marketing

•

Landing pages and forms

•

Surveys

•

Web intelligence

•

Event management

•

SMS messaging

•

Lead scoring

•

Reporting
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Email
Marketing

WHAT IS IT?

WHY DO YOU NEED IT?

Email marketing is typically done

If you have a message in mind,

through an email service provider or

chances are good that email can

marketing automation solution. It is the

help you communicate it. From

process of sending a sales or marketing

monthly newsletters and new product

email (usually in HTML format) to an

announcements to company promotions

entire list of individuals at the same

and event invitations, email marketing

time, tracking how the recipients interact

is an effective way to connect with

with the email and measuring the overall

individuals and take them from

results of the campaign.

awareness to initial purchase and from
satisfied customer to brand advocate.

ClickDimensions’ built-in email marketing capability provides an intuitive experience that allows users to
easily create, send and measure bulk HTML email campaigns from directly within Dynamics CRM.
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72%

BENEFITS AND USES BEYOND
MARKETING
Sales is a natural fit with email

Email marketing ideas for nonmarketers:

marketing, helping salespeople

•

Monthly newsletters

accomplish a number of things on their

•

Product updates

to-do lists – namely educating prospects

•

Sales webinar invitations

and generating revenue – without

•

HR announcements for
internal audiences

messages.

•

New customer welcome
messages

professional and personal lives, making

Customer service and account

•

Investor relations news

it a familiar channel for communications

management teams can also greatly

and a powerful tool for marketers.

benefit from the email marketing

And unlike other channels, email

functionality within a marketing

marketing provides virtually unlimited

automation solution. They can use this

customization and targeting options to

tool to communicate with customers,

get the right message to the right person

after they make a purchase or on an

at the right time.

ongoing basis.

While it is possible to email large lists

Email marketing also appeals to IT

through email clients such as Outlook

departments, with email service

or Google, this method does not allow

providers and marketing automation

for the personalization, analytics, design

systems offering tools for delivery

and compliance options afforded

infrastructure and compliance, helping

by marketing automation and email

your company steer clear of violating

marketing solutions.

spam laws or being blocked by ISPs.

of people prefer
email communication
– Litmus

always having to rely on one-off email
Email is all around us every day in our

89%

of marketers said email
was their primary channel
for lead generation.
– Forrester Research
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WHAT IS IT?

recipients have the ability to manage

Subscription management allows email

at any time, saving your team from

subscribers to choose which emails

spending time on adding and removing

they receive from an organization by

individuals from various marketing lists.

their own preferences and change them

allowing them to opt in to some types of

Subscription
Management

messages while opting out of receiving

Subscription management can also help

others. For example, an individual may

you avoid being labeled a spammer.

choose to receive your new product

Spam definitions today are broader and

emails and monthly newsletter, but not

less content-focused than they once

your lunch and learn invitations.

were, so if too many of your subscribers
are unengaged because they aren’t

WHY DO YOU NEED IT?

getting messages tailored to their

Without subscription management,

being flagged as spam.

preferences, your emails run the risk of

email marketing is an all or nothing
proposition. Your email recipients can
either choose to receive all of your
organization’s messages or none of
them. Today, consumers demand
choices and personalized experiences,
which means they would often rather
opt out of all communications than
receive messages that they feel don’t
speak to who they are and what they
want from your business.
Beyond reducing global unsubscribes,
subscription management – like many
other marketing automation tools –
helps reduce manual processes. Email

ClickDimensions gives you the ability to provide
email recipients with multiple subscription
management options rather than one simple
unsubscribe page.
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21 %

of email recipients
report email as spam,
even if they know it isn’t
– Convince and Convert

BENEFITS AND USES BEYOND
MARKETING
Subscription management can help all of

Subscription management ideas for
non-marketers:

the various email-sending departments

•

Product updates

within your organization stop competing

•

Customer newsletters

for attention in the inbox. Rather than

•

Surveys

feeling overwhelmed by all of the

•

Event invitations

different messages that can come from

•

Loyalty or reward program
announcements

•

Company news

one company, customers get to choose
the types of messages they receive,
which improves the chances they will
interact with those messages.
Customer service and account
management teams often benefit greatly
from subscription management as it
gives them an opportunity to hang on to
customers who want to hear from the
company, but are no longer interested in
sales and marketing messages. This can
help improve not only email subscriber
retention, but customer retention as a
whole.

In 2015, more than
205 billion emails
were sent and
received each day
– The Radicati Group
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WHAT IS IT?

individual. Automated nurture programs

Nurture marketing, also known as drip

being nurtured, thus creating a more

marketing or campaign automation, is

personalized experience.

respond to actions taken by those

the act of sending a series of customized
communications to a prospect or
customer over a period of time based

Nurture
Marketing

WHY DO YOU NEED IT?

on their interactions. While nurture

Using various decision points set

campaigns typically feature email,

within a campaign automation, nurture

they can also include direct mail, SMS

marketing helps you respond to your

messaging, phone calls or any other

leads’ and customers’ actions by sending

“touch” a company makes with an

messages that correspond to those

The ClickDimensions campaign automation builder lets you create dynamic, customized and powerful
nurture marketing campaigns with a simple drag-and-drop interface.
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451%

Businesses that use marketing
automation to nurture prospects
experience a 451% increase in
qualified leads

– ANNUITAS

brand, save valuable sales resources,

on customer relations and retention

and convert a higher percentage of

often struggle with finding the time to

leads into paying customers. The key

deliver this experience. By automating

to nurture programs is repetition. The

at least some communications, nurture

more touches your company makes with

marketing can help these departments

a buyer, the more mindshare it captures.

save time while still increasing customer

When a prospect is looking for a product

satisfaction and retention.

or service like yours, the credibility
and trust that you have established by

actions. It helps people feel like people
rather than just another name in a
database.
For example, if an individual shows
interest in a particular product or

providing relevant, timely information is

Campaign automation ideas for

what will ultimately attract the buyer to

non-marketers:

your company.

BENEFITS AND USES BEYOND
MARKETING

service by clicking a link in an email,

Sales is perhaps the biggest beneficiary

you could then send them on a path

of nurture marketing. By automating

within a campaign automation to receive

messaging while still keeping leads

additional emails about that product or

warm, it allows sales teams to give more

service. Or if a lead or customer never

personal attention to the deals that are

opens your emails about attending

ready to close now rather than leads

events, you can automatically remove

who won’t be ready to buy for many

them from that nurture campaign after a

months or longer.

•

Customer onboarding

•

Training programs or
learning management

•

Event invitation and
registration

•

Sales re-engagement
campaigns

•

Customer retention

certain number of messages.
Delivering an extraordinary customer
By tailoring your nurtures to a specific

experience is the goal of many

audience and sending the right

businesses today, as more companies

messages at the right time, a nurture

realize the critical importance of service

program can build rapport with your

beyond the sale. However, like their

customers, increase trust in your

marketing counterparts, teams focused

46% of marketers surveyed
ranked lead nurturing as the
most important feature of a
marketing automation system
– Ascend2
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WHAT IS IT?

distractions like navigation bars and

Landing pages are web pages that stand

which can greatly increase conversions.

are highly focused on one call to action,

alone from a company’s main website

Landing Pages
and Forms

and are designed to accomplish a single

Landing pages and forms also give you

objective, typically lead generation.

the perfect opportunity to invite visitors

Forms are often a part of landing pages

to opt in to receive communications

in order to capture lead data when

from your company. At ClickDimensions,

someone, for example, downloads

on all of our eBook download forms,

an eBook, registers for a webinar or

we provide options for subscribing to

requests more information about a

our monthly newsletter and receiving

particular product or service.

occasional messages about our events
or webinars, thus expanding our

WHY DO YOU NEED IT?

opportunities to connect with these
individuals in the future.

Websites are essential marketing tools
for businesses of all sizes and types
today, but with their tremendous
benefits comes limitations too. Websites
typically contain a great deal of
information, which can be distracting to
visitors, even when they’re directly linked
to a specific page on your website.
Enter landing pages and forms. These
two marketing automation features
allow you to focus on one topic or
piece of content and provide a means

With ClickDimensions, you can build landing
pages and forms directly within Microsoft
Dynamics CRM without knowing any HTML.

for collecting lead data. Landing pages
create a cleaner experience by removing
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BENEFITS AND USES BEYOND
MARKETING

Landing page and form ideas for
non-marketers:

Naturally, with their lead generating
abilities, landing pages and forms are
Getting landing pages
built and tested is one
of the top five challenges
faced by B2B marketers
– Marketing Sherpa

a valuable tool in the sales arsenal,
providing intelligence to salespeople
about their prospects’ interest in a
given topic, product or service. Account
managers can benefit in similar ways,

•

Webinar or event
registrations

•

Sales demo requests

•

Contest entries

•

Referral programs

•

Employee recruitment efforts

with this data helping to inform their
relationships and interactions with
existing customers.
Some marketing automation solutions,
including ClickDimensions, will allow you
to create forms that can be embedded
on any page on your website. This allows
you to extend the benefits of forms to
many areas within your company. Your
HR team, for example, could use a web
form to collect initial information from
prospective employees.
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Surveys

WHAT IS IT?

demonstrate the value your company

Surveys are a vehicle for gathering

opinions.

places on their honest feedback and

information from individuals. Although
they can be conducted in a variety

Surveys are also a great way to increase

of ways, online surveys are now the

personalization within your marketing

most common choice for companies

efforts, either through responses

and organizations seeking data and

to demographic or other questions

feedback from their audiences, and the

included in a survey focused on another

method you will find within a marketing

topic or an entire survey aimed at

automation solution.

uncovering your audiences’ interests and
preferences.

WHY DO YOU NEED IT?
Do you want to know what attendees
thought about your company’s most
recent webinar or their impressions
of your new ecommerce website?
Surveys can provide you with insights
in these situations and countless
others. They can help you make more
informed decisions about how to exceed
expectations in your marketing efforts
or gather sentiment about issues that
impact your audience.
In addition, by giving customers or
prospects an outlet to make their voice
heard, surveys can help strengthen
relationships with these individuals and

Surveys are easy to create and send with
ClickDimensions, and all of the data collected
from a respondent is linked to their Microsoft
CRM lead or contact record.
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BENEFITS AND USES BEYOND
MARKETING
Think of a department within your
organization, and chances are good
that they can benefit from the data
collected in a survey. A customer service
team could survey customers about
their most recent experience with
service representatives and whether the
customer’s issue was resolved to their
satisfaction. HR could ask employees
about their preferences for an upcoming

80%

of consumers are willing
to share detailed personal
information, such as name,
email and nationality

70%

said they would even be
open to sharing details like
birthdate, interests and
occupation

- Aimia

company event, and even accounting
could survey their contacts for feedback
on payment processes.

Survey ideas for non-marketers:
•

Customer satisfaction
surveys

•

Employee surveys

•

Post-event surveys

•

Customer demographic
surveys

•

Product feedback surveys
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WHAT IS IT?

WHY DO YOU NEED IT?

Web intelligence, also known as web

Driving traffic to your website is great,

tracking or web analytics, uses a tracking

but getting the traffic to your site is

code inserted into web pages to provide

only half the battle. In order for your

insight into how that website is being

marketing efforts to be truly successful,

used and record data about the traffic

you need to understand who is coming

that accesses it. You can see which

to your company’s site and how they got

pages have been clicked on, how long a

there.

user spent on a certain page, how they

Web Intelligence

got to your website and other valuable

Based on data like site visits, page views,

information.

form captures, referring source, duration
spent on site and more, you can gain

The web intelligence feature within ClickDimensions helps you discover who is interested in your products
and services, allowing you to see directly in Microsoft Dynamics CRM the activity of anonymous and
identified visitors on your website.
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valuable insights into the performance

salespeople can often see a company’s

of your marketing campaigns and

IP address, even if an individual from the

strategies and adjust them, if needed,

company has yet to be identified.

accordingly.
Web intelligence goes beyond typical
web analytics while still coexisting with
tracking services like Google Analytics.
In a marketing automation solution like

Web intelligence use ideas for nonmarketers:
•

Understanding customer
behavior (which webpages
they visit, content they
download, etc.)

•

Determining popular products
and services

•

Pinpointing geographic
locations of your prospects
and customers

ClickDimensions, which is built natively
within Microsoft Dynamics CRM, web
traffic data is tied directly to individual
contacts or leads within CRM within
seconds of when those visits happen.

BENEFITS AND USES BEYOND
MARKETING

81% of consumers
conduct research
online before making
big purchases
– RetailingToday

86% of marketers said that
their website was their
most effective marketing
channel in 2015
- Regalix

Web intelligence is the end of traditional
cold calling as your sales team knows it.
While they still have to make sales calls,
they aren’t flying blind when it comes to
prospects that have completed forms on
your website. They know the web pages
a prospect has visited and the products
and services that are of the most interest
to that prospect, so they can tailor that
first call or email to suit that individual.
Anonymous visitor data can also help
inform sales calls for B2B businesses, as

18

WHAT IS IT?

the registrations or post-event data for

Event integrations allow you to connect

into separate systems?

both events in one place without logging

online event management systems

Event
Management

with marketing automation platforms.

Marketing automation systems

These connectors can vary by marketing

integrate with and complement event

automation platforms. ClickDimensions,

marketing technology to answer these

for example, offers connectors to

questions and more, as well as to ease

GoToWebinar, WebEx, Eventbrite and

event management challenges. These

Cvent.

integrations are also very effective
at providing visibility into event

WHY DO YOU NEED IT?

effectiveness and overall ROI.

While many offline marketing channels
continue to see declining interest and
budgetary allocation from companies,
events are bucking that trend. Inperson and online events offer brands
a powerful way to connect with their
audiences and strengthen those
relationships, while giving attendees

ClickDimensions’ event integrations connect
to some of the most popular online event
management systems, allowing you to see prospect
and customer event registration and attendance
information in Microsoft CRM.

the opportunity to be informed or
entertained – or both.
Despite their benefits, events pose their
challenges too. For example, imagine
that your company has both a webinar
and an onsite lunch and learn scheduled
in the coming weeks. How can you see
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BENEFITS AND USES BEYOND
MARKETING

20%

30%

For easier event management,
whether it’s IT, HR, customer service
or sales, any department within your
organization that hosts events can
benefit from event integration within
a marketing automation system. Using

Event technology can help
increase event attendance 20%
and decrease costs up to 30%
- Frost & Sullivan

ClickDimensions, event managers or
sales teams can see event attendance
information directly within any Dynamics
CRM lead or contact record, giving your
company insight into event attendance
at the individual level.

Event management ideas for nonmarketers:
•

Training webinars

•

Customer receptions

•

User group meetings

•

Internal company events

•

Shareholder meetings

74%
of event attendees say that
they have a more positive
opinion about the company,
brand, product or service
being promoted after the
event

– Event Marketing Institute
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SMS
Messaging

WHAT IS IT?

SMS is one of the fastest marketing

SMS, or Short Message Service, can

or other email filters to contend with,

reach anyone with a mobile device

messages arrive on mobile devices

that has text messaging capabilities.

within a few seconds of when you

SMS messages can be sent in bulk or

hit send. And when they arrive, SMS

individually through some marketing

messages enjoy rapid and high open

automation platforms. However, keep

rates, making them an especially good fit

in mind that individuals must opt-in to

for time-sensitive information.

channels available today. With no spam

receive messaging, otherwise businesses
are in violation of privacy guidelines

With 160-character limits, SMS messages

established by the Mobile Marketing

must be clear and concise. This is a big

Association (MMA) and subject to

benefit for consumers and marketers

penalties.

alike. Your customers get messaging that
they can read in a matter of seconds,

WHY DO YOU NEED IT?

which helps contribute to the high

Whether to remind customers about

have to spend hours creating content for

an upcoming appointment, send them

a campaign.

conversion rates of SMS, and you don’t

a special offer, tell them about a big
announcement at your company or
thank them for attending a recent event,
SMS messaging has a range of uses for
businesses and can enhance customer
communications strategies. It also offers
companies a wide range of benefits and
results that are unmatched by many
other marketing channels.

SMS messages
have an open rate of

98%
– Mobile Marketing
Watch
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76

BENEFITS AND USES OUTSIDE OF
MARKETING

%

Depending on your business and

Appointment reminders

•

Loyalty program discounts

marketing. For example, a hospital’s

•

Event-related messages

labor and delivery department could

•

Internal employee alerts

use SMS messaging to remind expectant

•

Birthday or anniversary
recognitions

by a variety of functions outside of

- SAP

marketers:
•

industry, SMS messaging can be used

of people report that they
will check text messages
before emails

SMS messaging ideas for non-

moms about upcoming classes or
completing pre-admissions paperwork.
And a telecommunications provider
could alert customers via SMS when a
technician is in route for their service
appointment.

With SMS messaging through
ClickDimensions, you can send messages to
your leads and contacts in bulk or individually,
and from a Dynamics CRM workflow.
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WHAT IS IT?

salespeople complain that the leads

Lead scoring involves ranking leads

Lead scoring can help both sides come

on a scale based on how interested a

together to agree upon the factors that

prospect is in a company’s products or

make for a hot lead, and can follow up

services, how likely they are to buy and

accordingly – whether with a sales call or

how soon they will be ready to move

by adding the lead to a nurture program.

marketing gives them aren’t worthwhile.

from prospect to customer. Using a lead
scoring model, prospects are assigned

Lead
Scoring

points based on the actions they take. So
a lead that downloads an eBook might
earn 10 points, while one that visits your
company’s pricing page earns 25 points.

WHY DO YOU NEED IT?
All leads are not created equal, but
without an effective lead scoring system
in place, all leads are treated like they
are. This means that marketing passes
leads to sales that aren’t ready to buy,
sales follows up with these leads and so
begins the traditional tension between
sales and marketing teams.
Marketers work hard to generate leads,
and one of their chief complaints about
sales is that these hard-earned leads
don’t get the follow up or attention they
deserve. On the flip side of that coin,

You can score your prospects’ interest in your
products and services using the lead scoring
intelligence ClickDimensions gathers on your
leads, contacts and anonymous visitors.
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84%

of companies that have a
CRM use lead scoring to
determine the quality of leads
– Direct Marketing News

Lead scoring can also help companies
understand changes in lead behavior
over time. For example, if a hot lead
is defined in part as someone who
downloads two pieces of content,
but sales finds over time that those
prospects aren’t quite ready to buy
until they also register for a webinar,

BENEFITS AND USES BEYOND
MARKETING
At its core, lead scoring is all about
helping salespeople focus their energies
on the most likely customers first.
Lead scores also help ensure that
this prioritization occurs in a datadriven way, rather than being based
on perhaps outdated perceptions or
hunches about what makes a good
lead. And when these higher-quality
leads are being pursued more quickly,
it leads to higher conversions and more
sales, which benefits everyone in an
organization.

lead scores and marketing activities –
perhaps offering more webinars – can
be adjusted.

Lead scoring ideas for nonmarketers:
•

Determining sales-readiness

•

Including or excluding certain
contacts or leads from the
sales process based on their
web activity
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Reporting

WHAT IS IT?

WHY DO YOU NEED IT?

Marketing automation reporting

Gone are the days of marketing as the

generates data about the performance

arts and crafts department. Data drives

of the marketing functions carried

nearly every business function today,

out within the platform. This provides

and marketing is no exception.

valuable insights into the effectiveness
of marketing efforts as well as customer

Marketing automation reporting tools

and prospect behaviors.

boost credibility for marketing efforts.
Marketing teams can go beyond talking

With ClickDimensions’ integrated reporting, you can link emails, web visits, page views and form captures
directly to Dynamics CRM campaign records, and gain insight into the success of your sales and
marketing efforts with ClickDimensions data in Power BI.
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about how creative their campaigns
are; they can easily demonstrate
their campaigns’ effectiveness and
strategically plan for the future too.

BENEFITS AND USES BEYOND
MARKETING

Marketing automation reporting
ideas for non-marketers:

As with other aspects of marketing
automation, sales teams can reap big

Reporting features also help you give

benefits from reporting and analytics.

credit where credit is due. You can

After all, the more information

attribute revenue to the campaigns that

salespeople have about a prospect,

created it and understand how different

the better they can target their pitch.

campaigns influence behaviors for

Reporting also allows sales to see the

leads and customers alike. This will help

performance of any sales emails that are

you focus your marketing efforts and

sent through the system, allowing the

resources on the channels and initiatives

team to see the effectiveness of certain

that have the most impact for your

messaging on individuals and groups of

organization.

contacts.

•

Seeing which links are clicked
in a sales email

•

Determining open rates of
bulk internal HR emails

•

Gaining insights into
customer satisfaction survey
responses

•

Understanding the best days
to engage with customers

77% of marketers
choose analytics and
reporting features as a
factor to consider while
evaluating a marketing
automation tool
- Regalix
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Making the Business
Case for Marketing
Automation
Now that you have read all about common marketing automation features and how
they can benefit your marketing team, as well as other departments, you might be
ready to implement a solution right away. However, marketers can sometimes face a
sizable obstacle in the purchase of marketing automation technology – their company’s
executive team.
Some executives don’t immediately see the benefits of a marketing automation system,
while others are more tuned in to the marketing side of the business and the value
of such a solution. No matter which camp your company’s leaders fall into, as you
seek approval for a marketing automation investment, be prepared to educate and
persuade executives.
The biggest challenge is often this: marketing has a persistent image problem. Many
executives still don’t see marketing as a revenue-driving function, but as a cost center.
The impression from the C-suite can often be that marketing teams are too focused on

CEOs and business owners
are 25% more likely to be
involved in a marketing
automation software
purchase than they are to be
involved in other business
software purchases
- Capterra

creative and social media, not lead generating activities.
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Whether you’re addressing a CEO, CIO, CMO or VP of sales, focus on outcomes. What
can marketing automation do for them? Speak a business language, and be sure you
understand your executive team’s goals. Make a list of the challenges your business
faces and how marketing automation can help solve them. Talk in terms of revenue,
pipeline contribution, cost savings, etc., not just marketing metrics.
During these discussions, don’t just focus on the acquisition of a marketing automation
system. Making the case for retention can help you hone in on the long-term benefits
and how marketing automation can bring lasting, positive changes to your organization
over time.

Case studies of companies like yours can often
help build the business case for marketing
automation. ClickDimensions has a variety of
case studies and customer testimonials available
for your use.

80%

of CEOs don’t trust and
aren’t very impressed by
the work done by marketers;
in comparison, the same CEOs
do trust and value the work of
CFOs and CIOs
– The Fournaise Marketing Group
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Marketing Automation
ROI
Well-thought-out talking points about the benefits marketing automation can bring
to your company and case studies of success at other companies can go a long way
towards making the business case for marketing automation. Sometimes, however,
third-party research about the ROI of marketing automation is needed to help
persuade decision-makers. Here are some compelling statistics for you to use as you
pursue approval from your executive team:
•

Nearly one-third of companies surveyed rated marketing automation “very
successful” at achieving important goals like increasing lead generation and
improving lead nurturing. – Ascend2

•

B2B marketers who implement marketing automation increase their sales
pipeline contribution by 10%. – Forrester Research

•

63% of companies that are outgrowing their competitors use marketing
automation. – The Lenskold Group

•

CMOs at top-performing companies indicate that their most compelling reason
for implementing marketing automation is to increase revenue (79%) and get
higher quality leads (76%). - Gleanster
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•

B2C marketers who take advantage of marketing automation see conversion
rates as high as 50%. - eMarketer

•

Companies that have implemented a marketing automation platform report
higher levels of collaboration between sales and marketing. – Forrester
Research

•

78% of successful marketers say that marketing automation is most responsible
for improving revenue contribution. - The Lenskold Group

•

Nearly two-thirds of companies surveyed expect to realize the benefits of their
marketing automation system within six months of implementation. –
Ascend2

•

79% of top-performing companies have been using marketing automation for
more than two years. – Gleanster
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How to Select the
right Marketing
Automation Solution
As the popularity of marketing automation has increased in recent years, so too has
the number of marketing automation solution providers. However, not all marketing
automation platforms are created equal. So how do you decide which provider and
solution are right for your company? This checklist can help guide you in your selection
process.

1. Does it include the features you need?
As we outlined in detail above, marketing automation solutions are capable of far
more than email marketing and include a wide variety of features. Take the time to
think about whether the solution you’re considering includes the tools you need for
your current marketing, sales and customer service initiatives, but also keep an eye on
the future too. While you may not use SMS messaging, for example, in your marketing
efforts now, if it’s something that you’re considering for the future, make sure you
choose a marketing automation solution that can grow with your company.
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2. Is it easy to use?
While it’s imperative that a marketing automation solution have a robust feature
set that makes it powerful and versatile, the system can’t sacrifice simplicity for
functionality. If the daily users of a marketing automation system find it difficult to use,
they won’t use it to its full potential or will try to work around using it altogether. A
system that’s not user-friendly also defeats one of the main purposes and benefits of
marketing automation – saving time.

3. Does it integrate well with CRM?
While some marketing automation platforms can be used without being connected
to a CRM system, integration between the two solutions maximizes the power,
effectiveness and value of each throughout an organization. There are a number of
marketing automation systems on the market today that integrate with Microsoft CRM,
but their level of integration varies. The level of integration can impact the cost and
timeline for implementation, as well as the overall functionality.
ClickDimensions is the only marketing automation solution that is natively built within
Microsoft Dynamics CRM. This unparalleled level of integration means that all of your
sales and marketing data is in one place and can be viewed in real time, no synching
required. It also allows for quicker onboarding and user adoption, as your team already
knows how to use Microsoft CRM.
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4. Does it include training and support?
Even the most user-friendly marketing automation system will require training for
new users to get up and running, so take a look at the training offered by the vendors
you’re considering. Since different users have different ways of learning and different
schedules, look for a marketing automation vendor that offers a variety of training
options such as live webinars, recorded courses, help articles and blog posts. Similarly,
support should be offered in different ways to suit your company’s needs and
operating hours.

5. How often is the system updated?
Consumer behaviors and preferences change, and in order to be successful, marketers

ClickDimensions offers extensive training
resources and access to our helpful and
knowledgeable support team at no additional
cost to our customers.

have to adapt to those changes. A marketing automation platform should evolve with
the changing needs of marketers. Be sure to look at how often each system you’re
considering is updated, and not just with fixes for problems that arise – although those
are important too. Vendors should regularly add new features and improve upon
existing ones.

6. What is the total cost?

7%

When properly implemented and utilized, a marketing automation platform should
pay for itself over time, so price shouldn’t be the most important consideration when
evaluating solutions. Instead, look at the overall value. What do you get for the price
you are paying? Be sure to look at overall costs including if there are fees for set up,
training, CRM integration, additional users and other miscellaneous items. With these
extras, sometimes what appears to be the most affordable solution can actually be

Companies spend an average
of 7% of their overall budgets
on marketing automation
– Marketing Sherpa

among the most expensive.
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7. Does the provider have a solid reputation?
When a company invests in a marketing automation solution, you aren’t just
purchasing a piece of technology. The nature of the system requires that you have an
ongoing relationship with the vendor, so you want to make sure it’s a provider worth
having a relationship with. Be sure to seek out customer testimonials, online reviews
and ratings. For Microsoft CRM users, the Microsoft Dynamics Marketplace is a great
place to read reviews about marketing automation vendors and better acquaint
yourself with their technologies.
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Conclusion
The relationship between consumers and businesses has changed dramatically in
recent years, which has in turn shaped the roles and responsibilities of sales and
marketing, and the connection between the two.
As the sales and marketing landscape continues to change, marketing automation
becomes less of an “if” and more of a “when.” With a comprehensive suite of features
that benefit organizations as a whole, a marketing automation solution is an essential
tool for attracting and nurturing leads and customers for greater revenue generation
and business success – now and into the future.
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About ClickDimensions
ClickDimensions is the top-rated, Microsoft-certified marketing automation solution
for Microsoft Dynamics CRM. ClickDimensions can streamline your marketing program
by providing insights about your leads and contacts, resulting in reduced costs and
increased revenue. Featuring email marketing, web intelligence, lead scoring, campaign
automation, social discovery, event management, web forms, surveys and more,
ClickDimensions allows organizations to discover who is interested in their products,
quantify their level of interest and take the appropriate actions.
For more information about ClickDimensions, visit http://clickdimensions.com, read
our blog at blog.clickdimensions.com or follow us on Twitter at @ClickDimensions.
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